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ABSTRACT
Field workers, like farmers and radiologists, play a crucial role in

dataset collection for AI models in low-resource settings. However,

we know little about how field workers’ expertise is leveraged in

dataset and model development. Based on 68 interviews with AI

developers building for low-resource contexts, we find that develop-

ers reduced field workers to data collectors. Attributing poor data

quality to worker practices, developers conceived of workers as

corrupt, lazy, non-compliant, and as datasets themselves, pursuing

surveillance and gamification to discipline workers to collect better

quality data. Even though models sought to emulate the expertise

of field workers, AI developers treated workers as non-essential and

deskilled their expertise in service of building machine intelligence.

We make the case for why field workers should be recognised as

domain experts and re-imagine domain expertise as an essential

partnership for AI development.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Breakthroughs in AI model performance and capabilities have led to

a palpable interest in deploying machine learning in low-resource

contexts, where they are seen as potential opportunities to address

socio-economic challenges. AI models often scale up the expertise

of domain experts that may be unevenly distributed due to infras-

tructural and economic challenges, e.g., scaling instant Tuberculosis
reads in regions where there is only one doctor per 30,000 people.

Noteworthy as their objectives and efforts are; in reality, several

AI projects in low-resource areas stall as research experiments,

rather than as sustained real-world deployments. Poor quality data

that is unusable, incomplete, or inaccurate for training purposes is
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one of the fundamental hurdles to building and deploying models

[44, 76, 85]. Readily available datasets are often lacking in low-

resource areas, in contrast to academic or enterprise settings [44].

To address this lack of data problem, developers rely on the labour

of field workers, such as agricultural extension workers and commu-

nity health workers, to create AI/ML datasets to train models [76].

AI developers in low-resource contexts often take on bootstrapping

and maintenance labour that is under-appreciated in conventional

AI research, such as partnering with institutions and working with

infrastructural constraints [76]. While AI developers rely on sev-

eral human intermediaries to build the datasets, we do not yet

understand how they contend with these human intermediaries.

The disregard for domain expertise in model building is well-

known in AI, e.g., [17]. Statements like “every time I fire a linguist,
the performance of the speech recognizer goes up” (attributed to NLP

researcher Frederick Jelenik) [35] reflect how human experts are

not fully integrated and recognised as a part of the technical AI

pipeline. More generally, it is indeed a well-recognised problem

that computer scientists and engineers often do not recognise the

expertise of workers, despite their crucial contributions [34, 79].

AI models in low-resource areas are highly dependant upon the

critical labour of field workers for dataset creation and deploy-

ments. Despite their skills and domain expertise that takes years

to build, field workers have been reported to perform low-waged,

arduous, and burdensome work for AI data collection [41, 56]. A

wider body of work in Crowdwork and Human Computation has

focused on centering the invisible AI/ML labourer, such as anno-

tators and content moderators [15, 21, 30, 31, 39, 52]. In contrast

to these previous studies, where the focus is on visibilizing the

labour of computational workers who are directly recruited and

compensated for their work (albeit often inadequately), our paper

focuses on field workers who are recruited indirectly and invisi-

bly through partner organizations for AI dataset collection, often

for no additional compensation for dataset collection. The field

workers typically take decades to build expertise in their respective

socio-economic areas, such as rearing crops, delivering health care,

protecting endangered species, and so on, with deeply embedded

relations in their communities and phenomena. Importantly, we

empirically know little about how this hard-earned expertise of field
workers is seen by the AI practitioners who build and deploy these

systems. Given that models seek to emulate and aggregate local

expertise, to what extent is the worker’s expertise acknowledged,

engaged with, or credited by the AI developer? Such an endeavour

goes beyond mere inclusion of labourers, and into examining the

particular ways in which labourers fit into the mental models of

practitioners, who exert power and make consequential decisions

while building AI models.

In this paper, we fill this crucial gap by ‘studying up’ how AI

developers conceive of and manage the expertise of field workers

https://doi.org/10.1145/3491102.3517578
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in dataset and model building. We draw from 68 interviews with

AI practitioners building models for low-resource communities

in India, Sub-Saharan Africa, and the United States. We find that

developers viewed field workers only as data collectors, and disre-

garded their field expertise. Importantly, we find that AI developers

attributed poor data quality to poor work practices of field workers.

We present four conceptions of field workers as held by developers:

workers as corrupt, lazy, non-compliant, and as the dataset itself.

The vast majority of developers did not appear to compensate field

workers for surplus data labour, provide disclosure or training on

models or downstream use cases that workers were contributing

towards, and meaningfully attribute credit to field workers for their

contributions to model outcomes. Despite the limited engagement

and understanding of field workers, developers reported creating

several disciplinary interventions to influence field workers to col-

lect better quality data, in the form of surveillance, gamification,

cross-verification, and pre-processing fixes. Our focus is not on

verifying the validity of developer views of field workers, but on

reporting the existence and prevalence of these views, which are

sometimes actioned upon as punitive interventions that can be detri-

mental to the well-being of field workers. We also found that even

though a few AI developers were reflexive, they felt constrained

and attested to their own lack of agency in addressing the limits of

the AI pipeline.

We argue that field workers should be accurately viewed as

domain experts with special knowledge and mastery in their lo-

cal contexts. The AI development apparatus in low-resource areas

deskills
1
and invisibilises the domain expertise of field workers.

Even though the models in our study sought to emulate and im-

prove over the expertise of field workers, their expertise was treated

as non-essential knowledge by AI developers. The worker’s knowl-

edge, networks, and capabilities were viewed as assets for dataset

collection, rather than necessary expertise for system building. De-

velopers held reductionist assumptions about the expertise of field

workers, enrolling them as invisible data collectors that most did

not have any direct contact with. AI developers, who were experts

in their technical fields but not in the application-domains, e.g., a
developer building a cancer prediction model, will inevitably leave

gaps when domain experts are excluded from the model that seeks

to learn their knowledge (through datasets). But if we consider

the domain expertise of field workers as an essential partnership

throughout the AI pipeline, we can see new possibilities for col-

lecting, modelling, and scaling knowledge. Domain experts can

contribute to critical questions that can impact model behaviours:

What exactly are we modelling? What assumptions are appropri-

ate? What features should be included in the model? What are we

trying to predict? How will we know? While machine intelligence

could be more effective, accurate, or faster at the work, the domain

experts are not always consulted enough to be able to evaluate such

claims. When we recognise field workers as domain experts in the

1
Deskilling, first coined by sociologist Harry Braverman in 1974, occurs when sophis-

ticated technologies are introduced that no longer require workers to have formerly

necessary skills [7]. Deskilling of work has been observed throughout the history of

technology and industry, notably among professions like skilled craftsmen [88], nurses

[68] and farmers [24]; deskilling has also been discussed in the context of job losses

from automation [26]

first place, the problem of poor quality data can then be read differ-

ently as contingent and practical challenges in workflows of data

collection, and the design solutions might be oriented towards solv-

ing these practical problems, rather than manifesting as extractive

and punitive solutions.

Our discussion re-imagines how we can shift to viewing field

workers as full-range domain experts in their communities and

contexts. We identify pragmatic ways to co-create datasets, algo-

rithms, and evaluation metrics with domain experts. We call for

reflection on normative assumptions in AI, such as how the AI/ML

pipeline is imagined, and whose expertise counts. We press upon

AI developers the need to move away from control and influence

of field workers to collect better or more data, to embrace more

participatory stances. We present opportunities to recognise the

untapped and hidden labour of field workers in AI development.

Our paper makes two main contributions. First, we present em-

pirical evidence for how AI developers building models for low-

resource areas do not see the domain expertise of field workers

that power their datasets, based on their limited conceptions of

workers and the disciplinary interventions they create to manage

data collection practices. We make the case that AI development in

low-resource areas deskills the expertise of field workers involved.

Second, we present various implications for recognising, respecting,

and rewarding domain expertise in the development of machine

intelligence in low-resource areas.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Deskilling and expertise in automation
The workers of ML and AI are divided between the ”coding elite”

[10] who do the innovative work and the “cybertariat” [36], who

does the “menial work” of building data that feed or train the algo-

rithms [38]. This classificatory struggle of what constitutes exper-

tise has social origins with material consequences. Labour theorists

have blamed the rise of capitalism with the associated phenomenon

of “Taylorism” and the use of novel technologies of production in

deskilling labour. ultimately resulting in shifting power to capital

over labour [7]. Deskilling is a reduction in the skills and knowledge

needed to do a job when automation degrades human work. Others

have argued taking a long term view beginning with preindustrial-

ism and ending with AI, technology has played a positive as well as

a negative role [25]. The extent of deskilling’s scope in explaining

capitalist development has been criticized extensively [4].

However, to the extent automation in work processes results in

integrating knowledge into labour displacing machines, a deskilling

occurs with workers being further relegated to menial tasks[96].

As a result, to make workers accountable, strategies to build better

pricing mechanisms [77], and increasingly surveillance and control

of workers is often seen as necessary by management[96] [47] [86]

which have historically met with conflict and worker resistance [9].

Information and data-based work processes that include work on

AI, makes work visible to employers that Zuboff calls “informating”

[96]. Automating these process have also allowed for tools to be

built to empower workers [40] [70]. Another strand of research

focuses on forecasting of job losses from computerised automation

[33, 48, 65]. Frey and Osborne predicted professions like lawyers,
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doctors and accountants were being broken down into their com-

ponent parts via the increasing use of algorithms allowed apps to

create online self-help services and provide a diagnosis [26].

James C. Scott used the Greek phrase mẽtis for local expert

knowledge, to represent “a wide array of practical skills and ac-

quired intelligence responding to a constantly changing natural and

human environment.”[74] Lave and Wenger located expertise not

in local knowledge but in communities of practice through “legiti-

mate peripheral participation” [45]. Local experts develop expertise

through a “shared repertoire of resources: experiences, stories, tools,

ways of addressing recurring problems—this takes time and sus-

tained interaction”[90]. While Scott was focused on how “high

modernist” actions fail because of the impossibility of tapping into

mẽtis, Denton was optimistic about the possibility of algorithms

tapping into local expertise, he writes, “a trained neural network

is still essentially a mẽtis solution, turning a body of experience

(training data) into a specialized knowledge of a problem domain
2
.

But the local knowledge of image classification has been offloaded

from the experts to the machines. This is a real shift”[16]. But this

transfer of expertise from humans to machines is not straightfor-

ward. Ackerman et al. review the CSCW literature on organizational

knowledge sharing and explore the shift from the repository model

of knowledge sharing to tacit knowledge sharing[1]. Studies that

have examined knowledge sharing in ‘expert systems’ has recog-

nised the importance of socio-political considerations [66] [20] as

well as the limits of knowledge sharing between communities of

practice [19].

We take a step back and critically examine the labour process

of building expertise in these algorithmic systems. In particular,

we focus on the politics of recognition of expertise and its conse-

quences. Our paper makes the case for how and why deskilling

occurs in AI development, and how the expertise of field workers is

reduced by typecasting them as data collectors in service of build-

ing uber-expert models. Our work adds to the focus on AI labour

practice by turning the gaze on the “coding elite” and examining

their perspectives.

2.2 Invisible computational labour
Under-recognized and invisible labour is a persistent challenge in

computing, widely studied in the context of technology-mediated

work situations [54, 78, 79]. The first computers were human beings,

often women, who were often rendered invisible [32, 34]. Recent

studies have pointed to the invisible agency of humans or “ghost

work” [31] in algorithmic automation [61]. Critical data scholars

have shown that data is never “raw” [29] and have shown how

undervalued human labour, powers these hyper visible AI models

with a focus skewed towards algorithmic work (e.g., heteromation

([21]; fauxtomation ([82]). Recent scholarship has examined how

frontline health workers in India navigate data collection amidst the

multiple demands placed on them [41, 58, 83] and the tensions that

arise across workers and developers, calling for greater attention

to worker agency, comfort levels, and training [58], transparency

and accountability [83], and pointing to how solidarity is practiced

among the workers themselves in advocating for marginalised

groups [41]. Prior work has also examined how mental models of

2
Thanks to Meghan Mandi for pointing this connection out

AI intermediaries who work with marginalized citizens critically

impact outcomes [56].

Researchers point to the need to bring the labourers back in and

to critically examine the labour process in producing AI models

[15, 21, 31, 39, 52, 89]. Examining data work is critical not just for

its intrinsic value, but also for downstream “data cascades” as in-

troduced by Sambasivan et al. [72] which negatively impact model

outcomes. Data work is also important for injecting flexibility in

“street-level algorithms” to overcome the limits of algorithmic ex-

pertise [3] as well as to more deeply integrate into prioritizing local

ethics as opposed to relying on statistical rationality [81] .

Studies have sought to recognize the complexity and intricacies

involved in building datasets. For example, Møller et al. [52] discuss
how the data work of clerical hospital workers is complex and

requires a significant amount of domain expertise in navigating

ethical quandries [52]. Studies have shown how this data labour is

often not recognized (the work on Mechanical Turkers by Martin

et al. [49], data annotators by Wang et al. [89], and frontline health

workers by Ismail and Kumar [41]) and Thakkar et al. [83]).
It is important to understand why domain expertise is not recog-

nized by AI developers. Suchman showed how engineers underesti-

mated the difficulties of what the secretaries did [80]. Our research

fills a crucial gap of detailing the perspectives of the developers

of AI models, and how they imagine and characterise expertise,

recruit labourers, and manage their labour to build models.

2.3 Poor quality data in low-resource areas
Data access and quality is a significant challenge in low-resource

contexts, due to the lack of critical human and institutional capacity

for creating modern data pipelines [60] [14, 63][8]. An active area

of research is focused on coping with limited datasets through

technical solutions, including dimensionality reduction [95] and

data augmentation [22].

It is standard practice for AI developers to work with local field

partners to create datasets [44, 76, 85] building on the past two

decades of ICTD, GIS, and other data-driven systems building in

low-resource areas (e.g., see [12, 18, 27, 60, 63]. The onus of data
collection thus falls on local experts, such as community health

workers and nurses, whose primary jobs, such as providing patient

care, are often orthogonal to dataset collection. Even so, such local

experts are required to perform these tasks anyway [72]. Prior

research has documented how dataset collection exacerbates the

lack of agency of field workers [41], done with inadequate training

[12, 55, 58, 63], or mismatched incentives [12, 72, 87].

Dealing with limited datasets in low-resource areas is challeng-

ing, as training datasets can be small, biased, and non-generalisable

[76], with practitioners in these settings often running into inconsis-

tent, poorly recorded, incorrectly formatted, missing, and fabricated

data [62, 63, 76]. Additionally, factors like competing organisational

agendas, misaligned dataset needs for program management vs.

model building, changing requirements, lack of structured forms,

and the heavy reliance on paper in low-resource areas can neg-

atively impact the quality of datasets [14, 28, 44, 63]. Our paper

establishes a direct, causal, and active link held by developers that

workers are to be blamed for poor data quality, through their con-

ceptions of labourers and interventions they create to control the
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work of workers. Our research provides evidence for the wide-

spread nature of these beliefs in our globally-distributed sample of

AI developers.

3 METHOD
Our research methods were chosen to provide a detailed under-

standing of the goals, labour enrolment, and labour processes of AI

developers building for various low-resource contexts around the

world. We “studied up” [53] AI developers and researchers to gain a

nuanced picture of their animating visions and the ground realities

of model development, from their vantage points as creators and

builders of the systems. Consequentially, the scope of our study

is limited to accounts from system builders, not field workers (see

Limitations). AI developers provided us with reflexive accounts of

their own roles, choice of algorithms, and labour arrangements. We

empirically report on the viewpoints and practices of developers in

working on AI projects that enrolled field workers. Our research

used a qualitative approach of semi-structured interviews and an

inductive analysis. Our interview data collection was done in two

phases; the first phase between May and July 2020, and the second

phase between April and August 2021, with analysis and synthesis

done in between and after. We conducted interviews with 68 AI

developers working in low-resource areas.

As a disclosure of postionality, we do not seek to endorse the

claims and views of these AI developers, but are concerned with

understanding their perceptions and strategies with field workers,

as builders of these AI systems. As we make explicit in our Introduc-

tion and Discussion, the authors’ perspectives are critical of views

and practices that largely dehumanise field workers and reduce

them to invisible data labourers. We go on to provide practical,

structural and intellectual suggestions for recognizing the domain

experts of field workers throughout the AI pipeline.

Recruitment and moderation. We recruited participants

through a combination of developer communities, distribution lists,

professional networks, and personal contacts, using snowball and

purposive sampling [59] that was iterative until saturation. All

participants were directly involved in building models for low-

resource contexts. We limited our sample to AI applications in high

stakes applications, a common pairing in low-resource settings.

Participants played technical roles, as engineering leads, founders,

developers, and program managers, and were directly involved in

developing systems. Interviews were conducted using video con-

ferencing, due to COVID-19 travel limitations. These interviews

were focused on identifying project visions, understanding the data

pipelines, labour enrolment and processes, data quality challenges,

challenges and approaches in low-resource development, developer

conceptions of labour, value conflicts, and interventions. We con-

ducted all interviews in English (preferred language of participants).

Each participant received a thank you gift in the form of a gift card.

Amounts were localised in consultation with regional experts, based

on purchasing power parity and non-coercion (100 USD for the

US, 27 USD for India, 35 USD for East and West African countries).

Due to workplace restrictions, we were not able to compensate

government employees. Each session focused on the participant’s

experiences, practices, and challenges in AI development and lasted

60 to 75 minutes each. Interview notes were recorded in the form

of field notes or video recordings, transcribed within 24 hours of

each interview.

We intentionally sampled AI developers building for low-

resource communities in various countries, in order to gain diversity

of experiences and contextual factors that affect data quality. AI

developers were located in, or worked primarily on projects based

in, India (32), the US (22), Nigeria (10), Kenya (2), Uganda (1), and

Ghana (1). We interviewed 55 male and 13 female AI developers.

Participants were employed in startups (28), large companies (24),

academia (12), and non-profits (4). All projects depended on field

workers enrolment for dataset collection and labelling; 40 projects

depended priarily on data collected by field workers solely, where

30 projects also utilised sensor data, end-user data, open datasets,

crowd-sourced and client data. Examples of field workers include

community health workers, agricultural extension workers, radiol-

ogists, and truck drivers. Refer to Table 1 for details on participant

demographics.

Co-authors of this paper have partnered with marginalised com-

munities in technology design for nearly thirty years. Our position-

alities are shaped by our disciplinary commitments to HCI, ICTD,

and Technology Policy.

Analysis. Using inductive analysis [84], the two co-authors in-

dependently read all units multiple times, and categories (unit of

analysis) were initially identified by each researcher, together with

a description and examples of each category, until a saturation

point was reached. Our upper level categories were guided by the

evaluation aims, comprising (1) project vision and problem selec-

tion; (2) trade-offs with using AI; (3) defining the right dataset;

(4) human factors in dataset collection; (5) labour quantity and

quality enrolled; (6) developer involvement of experts; (7) views

on field workers; (8) strategies and interventions to manage data

quality; (9) challenges in low-resource AI development; and (10)

reflexive accounts on blindspots and retrospectives. The categories

were iteratively refined through group discussions with meeting,

diverging, and synthesizing during the analysis phase. Further iter-

ations resulted in the formation of lower-level categories such as

“strategies: monitoring”. These categories were consolidated into

two top-level categories of developer conceptions of field workers

and interventions created, as well as 14 nested categories, which

included skill, partnership, and incentives.

Research ethics. We took intentional care to create a research

ethics protocol to protect respondent privacy and safety, especially

due to the sensitive nature of our inquiry. During recruitment,

participants were informed of the purpose of the study, the question

categories, and researcher affiliations. Participants signed informed

consent acknowledging their awareness of the study purpose and

researcher affiliation prior to the interview. At the beginning of

each interview, the moderator additionally obtained verbal consent.

We stored all data in a private Google Drive folder, with access

limited to our team. To protect participant identity, we deleted all

personally identifiable information in research files. We redacted

identifiable details when quoting participants. We acknowledge

that the above is our interpretation of research ethics, which may

not be universal.

Limitations and future work. Our work is a snapshot of AI

designers and their perspectives through semi-structured inter-

views. To fully understand the extent of deskilling, we would need
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Type Count

Roles AI Engineer (19), Startup Founder (18), Professor (12), Data Scientist (8), Research Scientist (7),
Program Manager (5)

Location India (32), US (22), Nigeria (10), Kenya (2), Ghana (1), Uganda (1)

Gender Male (55), Female (13)

Organisation Startup (28), Large company (24), Academia (12), Non-profits (4)

AI application Health (27) , Agriculture (11), Climate and environment (10), Finance (7), Public safety (4), Wildlife

conservation (2), Aquaculture (2), Education (2), Employment (1), Robotics (1), Fairness in ML (1)

Field workers Health workers (nurses, community health workers, radiologists, oncologists, gynaecologists, general

practitioners, machine operators): (23),
Agricultural workers (agricultural extension workers, farmers, district-level scientists): (5),
Ecological and environmental workers (wildlife patrollers, oceanologists): (7),
Transportation workers (truck drivers, boda-boda drivers): (2),
Education workers (teachers, teaching assistants): (1),
Data from additional sources (sensor data, open data, user data, pre-existing data, crowd-sourcing): (30)

Table 1: Summary of participant demographics

to examine work practices over a period time and by direct ob-

servation. Our work can also be extended by interviewing field

workers and intermediaries to understand their perspectives on the

challenges of data and model building. Our paper’s focus was to

understand the perceptions of how data workers were perceived by

developers. It should be clear that our work does not concern itself

with verifying the veracity of the judgements of the AI developers;

rather, our focus is on reporting the very existence of these views

and biases, and subsequent enactment of disciplinary interventions

on field workers by developers, despite the seminal contributions

of workers to AI systems (often for free or with limited consent and

transparency). Our concern is to understand the mental models of

how developers view these essential field workers in their algorithm

development. Future work can address this research limitation by

triangulating and understanding the experiences of field workers.

However, we believe that solely understanding the mental models

of the developers is a standalone contribution. Future work can

include systematically measuring the various effects of including

domain expertise on model development and deployment. Another

area for future research is to study the processes of inclusion of

human intermediaries for AI projects in well-resourced areas.

All interviews and analysis were conducted over video and

phone, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result of travel re-

strictions, we were unable to conduct any observational research of

field workers interactions that would have otherwise been possible.

However, we feel that the self-reported conceptions and interven-

tions have validity, and sufficient rigour and care was applied in

covering the themes through multiple questions and solicitation of

examples. Gender distribution in our study is reflective of the AI

industry’s disparities [91] and sampling limitations.

4 FINDINGS
All AI projects in our study aimed to use models to scale up deficits

of resources, in various social, economic, and ecological domains.

Developers typically described their visions of introducing algo-

rithms with an efficiency function of improved time, speed, or

accuracy, or reduced cost when compared to the status quo of hu-

mans. All project visions were motivated by how models could

make services instantly and widely available, considering the spe-

cific deficits of low-resource contexts. For example, models were

seen as impactful interventions that could recognise patterns which

were previously limited to only some experts, identify critical con-

ditions in a few seconds instead of the status-quo of weeks, and

identify high-risk targets to intervene onwhich cognitively overbur-

dened field workers were unable to identify. Domain expertise was

viewed by developers as a scarce, limited resource which models

could train on and scale up. As P23 said, “you’re trying to transition
all the knowledge from a human brain [agricultural worker] to ma-
chine so that you can start to have a very good repeatability of how
somebody does the procurement of the produce.” In some cases, mod-

els were justified based on anecdotal or small data, despite the fact

that models require moderate to high scale operations of labour and

infrastructure, e.g., P59 spoke of their crop disease model, “we did a
survey of 25-30 field workers and only 2 could identify pests.” Once
the projects were initiated, the field worker played an important

role in creating the datasets for training models. Below, we classify

how AI developers perceived and discussed field workers.

4.1 Reduction of field workers to data
collectors

Field workers had existing responsibilities, and dataset collection

was often orthogonal and surplus labour, except in five cases where

workers were recruited independently and compensated. Devel-

opers entered into partnerships with field organisations, mostly

governmental or non-profit institutions, to provide field and logisti-

cal support for model building and deployment. The field workers

were typically employees or sub-contractors of the partner organi-

sations in pre-existing roles, e.g., school teachers, community health

workers, and agricultural extension workers. field workers were

auto-enrolled into data collection responsibilities, but these were

double duties as primary objectives like rearing crops, delivering

healthcare, or protecting endangered species still needed to be ful-

filled. (The arrangement we report of is in contrast to crowd work

and human computation studies, where computational workers

are directly recruited and compensated, however inadequately, for

AI/ML dataset tasks e.g., [13].) Field workers in our study were
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health workers, nurses and doctors; farmers; school teachers; forest

guards; diagnostic machine operators; taxi drivers; traffic police;

oceanologists; and voluntary, pro-bono contributors. In nearly all

cases (barring five), developers did not report compensating labour-

ers; in all cases, the work of dataset collection was supplementary

to the labourer’s primary work.

Despite the direct impact of a field workers expertise and work

practices on data quality, developers normatively did not engage

with field workers in any capacity, including field visits during

data collection or soliciting their inputs on systems. Most develop-

ers spoke of field workers using language of low-level computa-

tional tasks, such as ‘counting’, ’clicking’, ’sorting’, ’recording’, or

’collecting’. Developers often spoke of the need for building good

relationships with field workers, but pointed to time, budget, or

organisational constraints as obstacles coming in the way of having

direct interactions with field workers and recognising their exper-

tise. As P54 explained, “We end up talking to very senior people of
the project who know a lot, but not the person creating the dataset. It
would have been helpful to get from the health workers directly. That
never happens.” Only in a handful of cases (refer to Engagement

under Strategies) did developers directly engage with field workers

and solicit their knowledge and expertise, train them, or engage

them in problem specification. Contrarily, a vast majority of devel-

opers interfaced and built relationships with the leaders and senior

staff of the partner organisations, elite scientists, and bureaucrats.

Inputs from these senior and elite stakeholders impacted problem

formulation and the interventions we describe later in Incentives.

Instructions and tools were handed off to the senior parties, to

trickle down to field workers.

A vast majority of developers typecast field workers as data

collectors. With the absence of direct interactions with field work-

ers in most cases, the work of a field worker was primarily read

through their dataset artefacts. Errors and aberrations in the dataset

were reported to be a source of frustration for developers. Be-

low, we describe the various ways in which developers conceived

field workers—undergirding these conceptions is an equivalence

assigned by developers to the roles of field workers and data col-

lectors. Field workers were perceived to ‘come in the way’ of the

worthwhile model development efforts of developers. Developers

undertook various strategies to manage work practices of field

workers, which we describe in the next section.

4.2 Conceptions of field workers as held by
developers

The field worker as corrupt
Developers in our study frequently described field workers as

morally corrupt, irresponsible, and fraudulent, when speaking of

their work practices. The corruption conception was primarily as-

cribed by developers to field workers creating datasets with specific

indicators like repeated values (e.g., 100’s of rows with same values)

and expected values (e.g., ideal blood pressures), i.e., the datasets
will filled and complete, but suspiciously ideal, a possible means of

“gaming the system” (P65). Field workers were reported to falsify

data entries for the purpose of passing manual or automated checks

and acquiring remuneration. In some cases, developers first spoke

of field worker corruption, and later acknowledged the tiresome

effort involved in data collection. We remind that reader that our

focus is on reporting developer views as-is, not concerning with

these labels are accurate or valid for field workers. As we show in

Interventions, many of these views are actioned upon in the form

of interventions and processes introduced to the field workers by

developers.

A common assumption among developers was that the field

worker was deceiving and falsely passing off ‘easy’ work as ‘real’

work, abandoning the responsibilities they owed towards good data

collection and model building. P17 working in Health AI explained

how corruption occurred in data entry due to evaluation and incen-

tive structures for data collection. “[...]These surveyors get paid based
on how many people they survey, so they will sit down underneath a
tree and fill out form after form, because it’s faster than to go and ac-
tually sit down and talk with people [...] The surveyors themselves are
falsifying the data because of incentives.” - P17, Health AI. . In a few

cases, developers labelled field workers as corrupt even if external

constraints may have impacted data collection, e.g., P26 spoke of
“fudged data” coming from field workers entering average utility

values if household residents were away, while reading electricity

meters. Many developers spoke of data collection as a net good,

expressing that the value of datasets was similarly valenced among

all actors. (It is worth noting that prior studies demonstrate that

field workers are often unaware of what and why they collect the

datasets for [6, 41, 56].)

False data entries were reported to sabotage algorithm perfor-

mance and robustness, due to the fact that models learned from

incorrect entries that were not representative of the real world
3
.

The concern for many developers was the possible occurrence of

false positives and negatives due to false data, which can have enor-

mous repercussions in low-resource contexts. Incorrect predictions

in high-stakes domains were reported to be in the form of human,

animal, and economic costs, e.g., P55 working on healthcare models

spoke of how false positives in Tuberculosis could wrongly route

limited human resources in the backdrop of poor road and hospi-

tal infrastructure, and missing daily wages. False negatives were

also reported to bear costs, as missed predictions were reported

to sometimes mean life or death choices, e.g., in time-sensitive,

high-stakes predictions like advanced disease progression. A few

developers spoke of ‘corrupt’ field workers as cunning and exploita-

tive, sabotaging the model outcomes through wrong data. As P22,

building a healthcare model spoke of ASHA (community health)

workers, “When I launched this product the first time [...] suddenly
I was not getting fetal information for some pregnant woman. My
doctor was telling me why this fetal information is missing here,
maybe the baby was aborted. We rushed to the tribal village and
interviewed the woman. The woman said, ‘no health worker reached
my home. Without coming here, how were they able to enter the data
digitally’? Later we found out what this ASHA worker was doing with
colleagues, collecting their data representing the pregnant mother.
Then we understood that ASHA workers are very ‘smart’”.

Since corruption among field workers was reported to manifest

as ideal data values, this class was relatively straightforward to

3
Fictitious data leading to high costs has been observed elsewhere e.g., tens of thousands
of fabricated phone numbers and addresses were found in COVID-19 tests during the

Khumb Mela in 2021, which is widely believed to have led to a Delta surge [94].
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detect, and hence identify offending field workers. Eyeballing, anal-

ysis tools, and AI models were used to detect these data entries.

The value assignment of corruption to field workers was sometimes

used as a rationale to build new models that automated out field

workers, e.g., building a computer vision AI model that is manda-

tory for a community health worker for use in visual health mea-

surements, previously her job, motivated by the suspicion that the

worker’s manual data entries are fake. In some cases, field workers

were required to provide cross-verification and documentation, e.g.,
physical presence at the location, audio capture cross-verification,

and observation notes. We discuss these strategies in greater detail

in Interventions.

The field worker as lazy
Some developers described field workers as incompetent, stubborn,

and sluggish by gathering data without sufficient care. Incompat-

ible workflows, poor technical literacy, and obstacles in the data

capture environment were cited as reasons for attributing incon-

venience to field workers. Data collectors of datasets with missing

values, flawed entries, and irregular entries were viewed as lazy.

For example, image datasets often require ideal conditions during

data capture, because models cannot typically handle high noise

levels in the training datasets. In P59’s case, working on agricul-

ture and healthcare, the mandatory AI/ML requirement of white

backgrounds in photographs captured in hospital or farm envi-

ronments was physically impossible, due to the non-availability

of white papers in farms, as well as the heterogeneous aesthetics

in Indian settings, often painted with bright background colours.

Some developers reported how informal practices of field workers

were in collision with the AI/ML data entry requirements that were

rather rigid in periodicity, location, and documentation-heavy.

While several developers acknowledged the difficulties faced by

fieldworkers in capturing themyriad fields of a dataset while attend-

ing to primary responsibilities, a few switched to pre-processing to

deal with data capture difficulties (described in Interventions). Field

workers were generally seen as cumbersome problems to be dealt

with in AI/ML model development. Take the case of P45, building a

model for crop yield detection, where farmers were required to col-

lect 140 columns for every data entry row on a spreadsheet, yielding

thousands of such data entries—done on a pro-bono basis, at the

end of the day. Compliant farmers who entered well-labelled values

were viewed as ‘good’ and ’professional’ (P45), versus ’challenging’

farmers who missed, delayed, or entered imperfect entries.

Field workers were seen as introducing human error in datasets,

via workflows conflicts, forgetfulness, and non-diligence. However,

the errors were often seen as costly and intentional aberrations,

rather than mistakes. P69, building a health model, described how

they perceived some frontline health workers to be lazy, “Sometimes
health workers come with data that might look suspicious. For exam-
ple, once they observed all BP measurements as 80/120. So the NGO
tried to investigate why. It could be because the health field worker
was lazy or they did not have a BP machine and so they entered the
typical values.” The developer further described how public health

doctors were later mandated to give feedback on patient data–a

perceived productivity improvement over the ‘slacking off’ prior

to their AI/ML model, “90% of doctors never do the work, they don’t
even go to the PHC (clinic). Now we are making them do the work.”

Some developers pointed to a lack of care on part of the field

worker when entering data fields impacted by contextual pecu-

liarities, such as changing phone numbers and shared devices (a

phenomenon common to many regions of the Global South, as seen

in [71]). P65 described the traditional norms, such as shared devices,

as being inconvenient, “5 people might use the same phone. People
change SIM cards. How do you know it is the same person? Ownership
of phones is important. This is traditional mindset that is harder to
change.” Field workers were also reported to enter their own phone

numbers and addresses for requirements in data entry, when unable

to or uninterested in comprehensively speaking with clients. Such

entries were reported to be problematic for model training. In a few

cases, practitioners themselves resorted to data collection in the

field, as field workers were not compliant and did not see the value

of models; thus, becoming a major inconvenience to developers.

As P32 described, “We have to go collect the data, because most of
the farmers do not see the importance. They don’t know that we are
trying to help them.” We underscore that P32’s connotation was that

their model carried tangible value for the field worker’s community.

However, the field worker was not seeing this value—a perception

shared by some developers in our study.

The field worker as non-compliant
Some developers spoke of field workers as non-compliant actors,

whose workflows and practices conflicted with the precision and

accuracy required to build useful datasets. Developers reflected a

sensory and mechanistic imagination of measuring the real world

through recording devices, e.g., capturing images, recorded sounds,

tracked location, or clicked buttons. AI/ML data entry required

periodic, standardized, and precise entries, such as capturing pho-

tographs of crops with ideal contrast levels and against clean back-

grounds, or tracking exact river contours with GPS coordinates.

’Objective’ dataset collection requirements were reported to be of-

ten in conflict with field worker workflows that were more informal,

contingent, and situational in nature. For example, P27 reported

how forest guards forgot to reset their GPS every 5 minutes; instead,

by recording every one hour, the dataset became inaccurate and

unfit for training their model. Developers that conceived of field

workers as non-compliant often attributed distortions in data qual-

ity and accuracy, such as blurry images or noisy sound captures, to

field workers.

The majority of developers appeared to understand the complex

nature of humans using recording devices only well into the AI

project development, and often by accident. Developers attributed

the delayed insight to the fact that data collection was mediated

through partners and middle-men. They also attributed it to the

fact that these partners and middle-men typically had no prior

interaction with field workers. P44 described how they learned

about the influence of amedical machine operator on dataset quality

only at an advanced stage of model development, pointing to the

importance of data quality training, “When we collected the data,
we didn’t have a lot of background on how the data was collected.
We realized that the quality of the image at the O center was much
better. Obviously it was a trained staff. It was a massive revelation
for us, how an operator can influence this entire screening effort. If
the nurse/operator is not trained, dataset suffers.” Another example

comes from P21, who discovered that 25-30% of their fetal cardio

topography recordings from doctors were less than ten minutes
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long. P21 later worked with doctors to explain the value of the

expected procedure to record data.

The projects falling within this category sought to typically

enroll field workers to collect and label datasets for models that

eventually aimed to diminish or scale their roles. The data collection

requirements in this category entailed new and additional work-

flows to collect the data, e.g., scan identity documents, traverse a

forest to collect GPS data, and other tasks seemingly irrelevant to

the field worker’s primary objectives. The datasets discussed here

were reported to be the hardest to fudge because they required hard

recording evidence, i.e., either there is a location on the map, or

there is not. As P67 building a GIS model put it, “Fudging GIS data
is very difficult. In surveys it is easy to fake data. But here, unless
you are physically at the space to collect the data, you cannot fake it.”
A few developers discussed how some of the field workers were

concerned about potential job losses due to the models being built;

in a couple of instances, field workers had organized protests to

register their voices against the AI models. Developers spoke in our

interviews of how these protests were a ‘misunderstanding’, ’‘per-

sonally driven’, and ’politically motivated’, indicating that workers

attempted to sabotage their model building efforts.

The field worker as the dataset itself
When human work was not recognised in dataset collection, devel-

opers spoke of labour as the dataset itself, in the form of outcomes

and outputs. In this category, complete, labelled datasets were the

starting point of developer world view of AI/ML pipelines, i.e., de-
velopers did not even speak of the initial labour of the field worker

in collecting the dataset. In contrast, the remaining interviews show

that collecting and building datasets was a monumental task in-

volving field partners, infrastructure setup, special software, and

regulatory requirements. Some developers did not concern them-

selves with dataset collection because it was deemed ‘non-technical’,

outsourcing instead to NGOs, field partners and program managers.

P67’s response, despite their role as a program manager in-charge

of dataset collection, is telling of how engaging with field workers

was considered outside of the scope of AI/ML, “My work is limited
to technical challenges. I have never stopped to talk to the human
side. To wonder how this (data collection) has made them feel.”. Many

AI developers were far more comfortable speaking about missing,

null, or inaccurate values over the human aspects of the data col-

lection, even in projects with deep layers of human-mediated data

collection. For example, P13 used the language of data discrepancies

rather than human labour, “It had a lot of missing data as well. There
are some data points for which the dates don’t match.”

4.3 Interventions to manage data quality of
field workers

In the final part of our results, we describe the various strategies

reported by developers to improve the quality and quantity of data

entries from field workers. The majority of interventions aimed to

control or bypass field workers. In a handful of cases, interventions

were empathetic towards the agency of the field workers, which

we also report below. Developers reported that the management

techniques, including monitoring, helped improve the data quality

in many cases (albeit by possibly introducing an environment of

fear, coercion, and extraction).

Surveillance
Developers outlined various monitoring approaches aimed at im-

proving data entries in the field. field workers were reported to be

continuously monitoring field workers via their personally identifi-

able data entries, at times, in combination with other sources like

audio, location, and video snooping. Computational metaphors like

sorting, assigning scores, stack ranking, and penalties were used in

some interviews. For example, P18 spoke of assigning a probabilis-

tic data quality score for live entries of field workers, “some kind of a
design of a data quality score, which is looking at the data collected by
one worker. They’ll assess if this data is good or bad quality on a score,
based on 0-1”. In a few cases, poor performers were identified by

comparing with data entries of other field workers. Non-compliant

or non-performing field workers were notified directly, via motiva-

tional messages or reminders (we describe this technique in detail

in Incentives). Supervisors and field officers were also alerted to

take action on field workers, in some cases.

More complex and sophisticated forms of monitoring were re-

ported in a few cases. P17 reported looking into a service that

collected audio recordings of field workers “while this person is
giving this interview and then do some deep learning techniques to
connect the audio quality with survey results to rate the surveyor.
How clear are their questions? How much are they understanding the
results? Make connections between survey fatigue and inaccuracies
and consistency of the surveyor.” Whether field workers were aware

of these interventions being deployed on them was variable. P18

described how monitoring field workers improved the data quality,

“On a high level I can tell you that there are some known good health-
care field workers, because they’re monitored, they’re not completely
on their own. We can treat healthcare data from those field workers as
good.” In other cases, field workers did not appear to be aware, or

the developer was far removed from the field worker and was not

aware of consent procedures. Prior work shows that surveillance

affects employee well-being, productivity and motivation [5]; in-

deed, our findings underscore the shifting of risks of and costs from

employers to field workers [69] and creating orthogonal, additional

labour for the same or no pay.

Automation
Retrospective learnings and field insight led to pre-processing and

technical fixes in some projects. Many developers reported mak-

ing adjustments and fixes to data collection forms after receiving

feedback from field partners, e.g., making some fields mandatory,

providing multiple choice options, decreasing the required radius

of travel, and so on. In a few cases, pre-processing algorithms were

introduced to reduce the burden of perfect audio or image capture

by the field worker. In P59’s case, a fix was written to process photos

of pests from farms, dealing with the issue of non-availability of

paper in farming areas. Other fixes included algorithms to deal with

noise, blurriness, and duplications, at the time of data entry itself.

Developers also described introducing techniques to seamlessly

upload data entries over low memory, poor connectivity, and poor

resolution cameras in devices used by field workers. For example,

P23, 24, and 25 reported a fix they wrote to deal with the issue

of variations in lighting and camera quality impacting the model

predictions.

Despite the above examples easing the workload and usability

among field workers, automation also had a dual use of bypassing
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field workers and their agency. A few developers revealed how

automated gathering of ground truth was increasingly used as a

proxy that eliminated the field worker’s human entries. Automation

was sometimes used to override or bypass the field worker, e.g., in
the case where a developer created a wearable for automatic data

collection to be directly worn by pregnant mothers, and the field

worker performed the role of a network transporting the data from

patient to their tablet. The intervention was reported to be created

to manage fudged data, for field workers to be “really visiting their
(patient) homes”.

Incentives and gamification
In some cases, intrinsic and extrinsic incentives were deployed

to field workers to motivate better performance and recognize

good performance. Many developers turned to tactics like points,

leaderboards, and positive or congratulatory messages and calls

to improve field worker goodwill and motivation. In a few cases,

developers reported making payments to field workers for data col-

lection. Some spoke of wanting to make payments to field workers

“In the future” (P26). Developers experimented with various payout

amounts and frequencies, aiming to balance quality of data entries

with field worker satisfaction. P14 reported moving from a monthly

incentive to a weekly format for incentive payments, pointing to

how cash flows are limited among drivers. P51 described how in-

centives led to skews in distribution, “they stopped farming and
started focusing on the data. So then they brought in thousands of
images in a day, and it skewed the region” In a few cases, developers

were successfully able to tie the project needs to the resources of

the institutions or state bodies, which greatly eased their reach

and access. For example, P22 was able to peg the health worker

performance to a state body, leading to a bonus payment, promo-

tion, or recognition by the district officers in monthly meetings.

P37 articulated the value of partnering with similarly motivated

institutions. “It’s important that the work is the goal of the hospital
too. We need a hands-on research person like him because we are
not always there.” Nonetheless, incentives were largely automated

(e.g., motivational SMS) or tied to senior field partners, with the

exception of a couple of developers that worked with field workers

directly to determine amounts and make payments. A few devel-

opers discussed the goodwill of communities to help out the AI

developers, both as a lucky outcome (“inherent advantage of coming
from [an elite institution] got the goodwill of people working with
us. Even the patients gave consent, we did not give any incentive to
them” (P21) and as a manipulative tactic used by other developers,

e.g., P67 spoke of how college students, in their desire to gain street

credibility and career experience, were motivated to contribute to-

wards open data collection efforts pro-bono, even with only partial

understanding of the uses of the data they collected.

Direct engagement
In a minority set of cases, developers directly engaged with field

workers in their dataset development. By and large, even among

those following engagement strategies, we did not encounter in-

stances of field workers being spoken of as experts, except when

reporting on interactions with professionals such as agricultural sci-

entists or oncologists. Some developers bemoaned that they should

have reached out to ’untapped’ expertise in field workers, in retro-

spect, but their perceived technical limits of their jobs kept them

from establishing contact. P54’s view is reflective of this stance, “I’m

not sure what people who are collecting the data expect this data to
be, [know] why it’s important to flag something, cannot put arbitrary
numbers. I’m not sure if that connection happens, if they know how
fruitful their work is, not just a checklist, but will go into a learning
framework, predict something really important for patients.” At the
same time, a few developers did engage with field workers at var-

ious stages. P50 reported how until speaking with a field worker

in the region, “and they told us not to rely on that dataset, we were
predicting all kinds of weird species”.

A few developers conducted data literacy camps and educated

field workers on the value of the models. For example, P14, building

an air quality prediction model that engaged informal transport

drivers (boda bodas) to collect air pollution readings. P14 organised

a workshop with medical doctors on air quality and health for the

drivers to attend, which helped build trust. P14 reported, “The riders
felt more important, asked questions and got to know more about the
subject. They feel like they’re experts amongst the community. They
felt empowered.” After observing gynaecologists and explaining the
value of longer ultrasound recordings, P21 determined that field

visits led to improvements in data quality. A few developers dis-

cussed how communicating the impact of data quality collected by

field workers on technical outcomes like accuracy and performance

was challenging. As P51 reported, “If you think of impact in AI, it
would be I created a new algorithm, published a paper, is it exciting
technically. It improved a body of knowledge. But for the small farmer
there, it does not prove impact if I increase the accuracy 80-85%.”
Explaining potential application outcomes was considered more

comprehensible for field workers, e.g., explaining how models can

have an impact on disposable income, better health, or kids staying

in school, but showing those impacts was reported to be challeng-

ing, especially for models still in development. The low-resource

and high-stakes nature of models in our study meant that the tan-

gible impact after deployment took a few years to manifest. A few

developers made visits to sites of field workers, to demonstrate the

intangible value of their data collection, such as P7 and their team

of medical students who visited nurses doing data collection, “most
trivial thing is to just be a visitor and see if a sensor was actually
off, like an oxygen clip on the finger. Just paying a visit, letting them
know that we care about these things. Showing these signals to the
nurses on the interface [and demonstrating the importance].”

Developers reported engaging with field workers much more

when the downstream beneficiaries of their models were end-users,

e.g., training nurses to collect patient data in hospitals. In a few

cases, the users themselves were data contributors, e.g., for maternal

wearables collecting pregnant women’s data in trial settings. User

consent, education, and compliance was seriously regarded, citing

institutional and regulatory requirements. For example, P10, P11

and P12 who were building a wearable sensor for a health model,

planned training sessions for every data collector on usability, trou-

bleshooting, and proper positions.

5 DISCUSSION
We find that in their search for building reliable datasets, AI devel-

opers reduced field workers employed to provide socio-economic

benefit (e.g., a community health worker to track COVID-19 inci-

dence and administer vaccines), to a data collector. The fieldworkers
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were tapped for additional and often monotonous labour of dataset

collection such as quantising, counting, sorting, tagging, clicking,

and recording various phenomena in the real world. Field workers

was deskilled and they were recruited as menial data collectors

with no expertise. As People’s Archive of Rural India reported in

2020, overburdened ASHA (community health) workers in India

are tasked with a mind-boggling array of 720 tasks, including data

collection tasks [6]. Models emulated and improved over exper-

tise of field workers, but the expertise—which takes many years to

build—was only seen as an instrumental tool for collecting datasets,

and largely excluded from model development.

Developers reported that many field workers ignored, fudged,

and sabotaged data collection, producing data that was indiscernible

or unsatisfactory for models. Correspondingly, developers attrib-

uted the problem of poor data sets to poor work practices of field

workers. Unfortunately, these refractory images of workers were

commonly held among developers, even though most developers

had no firsthand understanding of worker practices or contact with

workers. Instead, worker outputs were read through their dataset

artifacts. Through various interventions, developers attempted to

influence what they perceived as incompetent, lazy, corrupt prac-

tices of data collectors to improve data quality. Indeed, the data

collection issues like fudging and sabotage are commonplace in

working with field workers in low-resource areas, but it is possible

to interpret these acts as worker resistance to their exploitative

conditions of work, and not as incompetance and laziness on part of

workers (as seen by developers)—modifying James C. Scott’s mem-

orable phrase, ‘weapons of the data collector’ [75]. We call for more

research on field workers’ perceptions and their experiences in

being drafted into building AI systems to understand this problem

space better.

Below, we discuss considerations and open questions for rec-

ognizing field workers as domain experts, and for practitioners to

include field workers in problem formulation and building datasets

and models, and propoe structural changes to recognise domain

expertise in the field of AI/ML.

5.1 What counts as expertise? Whose expertise
counts?

Developers in our study animated their model building with vi-

sions of producing new forms of scalable expertise to fix socio-

economic problems (similar to high-modernist visions in Scott’s

account [74]). Field workers were needed solely as computational

resources, whereas the elite status of AI system building was re-

stricted to the developers, leaders of partner organisations, celebrity

scientists, and bureaucrats, and the machine intelligence itself (see

Ivan Illich for more on experts and gate-keeping [37]). A spectre of

expertise paucity was often maintained, which perpetuated the de-

mand for AI models. For example, farmers were viewed as recording

devices, whereas heads of agricultural organisations were viewed

as partners occupying a certain cultural legitimacy and authority.

Discounting expertise of “data collectors” is not limited to our study,

being well-documented throughout the history of computing, e.g.,
in how women technologists [34], business process outsourcing

workers [57], data workers [52, 89], and crowd workers [21, 39]

have been perceived as low-cost, unskilled workers, despite per-

forming valuable services. It is also the case that there has not

been much thought given to who is recruited as a data collector.

Field workers were automatically drafted into the surplus labour of

data collection when heads of organisations signed contracts and

started partnerships with developers. Finally, in contrast to their

typecasting of field workers as data collectors, developers spoke

reverentially of end-users, taking seriously user design considera-

tions such as usability, languages, transparency, and explainability

(owing in part to policy and market value of user loyalty).

We make the case that the mastery and tacit knowledge of com-

munities and contexts held by field workers need to be accurately

located as domain expertise by AI developers. The domain expertise

can serve as an essential partnership throughout the AI pipeline.

Such collaborative partnerships were exceptional in our study, un-

derscoring why we need more sustained and structural shifts in the

field of AI/ML to make recognition for domain expertise of field

workers a part and parcel of ‘doing AI in low-resource areas’. Rec-

ognizing the expertise of field workers is not merely about ethics;

it successfully sets up the AI engineering fundamentals of getting

consistently good quality data, timely feedback on deployments,

and confidence in building solutions. Recognizing expertise further

demystifies what AI is, who is involved in doing AI, and whose

labour counts as AI development. A crucial step in this direction

is for developers to engage directly with field workers, instead of

interfacing with organisation leaders and hearing secondhand nar-

ratives about workers. As Lucy Suchman points out, “work has a
tendency to disappear at a distance, such that the further removed we
are from the work of others, the more simplified, often stereotyped,
our view of their work becomes” [79].

Field workers could be involved right from the problem formula-

tion stage, to accurately characterise the problem to be solved, mak-

ing assumptions about models, and identifying outcomes salient

for predictions and classification tasks together. Partnership at this

stage can be enormously beneficial in setting the foundation for the

project, aiding more accurate and relevant problem formulation,

e.g., in the case of P27, who formulated a more impactful poaching

prediction problem with wildlife experts. Dataset parameters, such

as data fields, survey volume, and answer ranges, can be jointly iden-

tified, based on feature requirements and field norms. Observing

the workflows and practices of field workers can help contextually

fit dataset tasks. For example, P14 visited boda boda (motorcycle

taxi) drivers and rode along as they collected air quality data, identi-

fying several obstacles to dataset collection and the need for better

incentives. Although a few practitioners in our study recognized

the untapped expertise of field workers, we need a sustained effort

to broaden such collaborations.

A general maxim in current AI praxis is that the more data we

have, the better performing the model will be. However, defining

dataset tasks without an understanding of the everyday realities

of field workers can miss out on valuable indicators that could be

collected. Developers should inform field workers about the down-

stream use of these datasets, the types of use cases and users imag-

ined, and the impact aspired for, e.g., in the case of P64, who visited

overworked hospital nurses and assured them of the importance of

their work. Field workers may need dataset collection training to
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understand question goals, troubleshoot, handle response ambigu-

ity, and so on. Developers could benefit from serving as instructors

of training programs, and receive feedback on their data procedures.

During model development, developers should involve field

workers in identifying modelling goals, features, and measurement

criteria. Field workers can enable ‘online learning’ in low-resource

settings, by creating feedback loops between model outcomes and

the real-world, and help evaluate whether pilot results are accurate

and valid on the ground. Indeed, partnership in data and model

building can help identify and alleviate algorithmic bias, data cas-

cades, and unintended outcomes that typically remain latent and

opaque for long time periods [42, 46, 72]. Understandably what

drives metrics currently is driven by concerns of machine-beats-

human efficiency, cost, and outperforming the industry standard,

which often relies on the expertise of AI developers. We need to rely

on the expertise of field workers to identify appropriate metrics to

evaluate claims relevant to the affected communities and phenom-

ena. Where regulations permit compensation for AI labour, pay

needs to be fair and commensurate to contributions to AI systems.

5.2 When to intervene? How to intervene?
We found that management of poor data collection practices gen-

erated a whole class of algorithmic fixes for AI/ML developers.

Pre-processing algorithms and regular expression checks in form

filling allowed developers to handle heterogeneity in environments

and field workers. These techniques were arguably the most mu-

tually beneficial by reducing human drudgery and improving data

quality. At the same time, entire models were developed to pre-

dict data outliers and corresponding field workers who appeared

to violate certain heuristics of data entry, such as those entering

predictable or repeated values. For example, newborn birth weight

entries by field workers can be tested by a constraints check on

inputted values, automatically flagging non-compliant field work-

ers. This information can be asymmetrically shared with higher-up

supervisors or used in sending gamified messages to the field work-

ers to do better at data collection, thus worsening oppression and

enabling extraction. Currently, what gets automated depends solely

on the preoccupation of AI developers’ concerns and personal val-

ues, which can be limiting and even dangerous for domain experts

and communities. For example, most developers in our study did

not consider relieving field workers’ concerns a legitimate need

for AI; instead their primary objective was to introduce a model

where there was a good quality dataset and a rhetorically defensible

socio-economic cause. However, many of these AI interventions did

not appear to fundamentally address the root problem and instead

appeared to create new forms of displacement and extraction—we

invite more empirical evaluations here. Instead of understanding

the difficulties encountered in the data collection processes by con-

sulting field workers, AI developers sought to develop behavioral

nudges and interventions to discipline and control field workers.

Behavioural tricks like gamification and monitoring can intro-

duce fear and resentment among workers [50]. Recent emergence

of interdisciplinary research across AI and behavioural science

aims at influencing human behaviour through nudges, rewards,

gamification, personalisation, and segmentation [64]. In this way,

algorithms are seen as contested instruments of control that carry

specific ideological preferences [92], which are often created and

implemented based on the interests of powerful actors [43, 87]. If

developers consider the task of data collection as a challenging and

important problem to solve, rather than an impediment that blocks

the model building stage, it would result in an attitude change in

how they see the work of field workers. Rather than trying to create

techniques to gamify, monitor and somehow persuade field workers

to do work, if AI developers actually considered data collection as

legitimate work (data work is broadly under-recognized in AI, see

[72]), possibilities to figure out which aspect of the work can be

meaningfully automated can be sought out.

Instead of motivating an overworked health worker to do more

work for dataset collection, one might ask how to help them achieve

their goals better: prioritise their numerous visits, better capture of

their in-situ knowledge, allocate limited medical resources better,

and build visibility into their contributions. Indeed, this is one way

to realize the shared goals of both the AI developer and field work-

ers on human development in low-resource areas. As an example,

Digital Green [27] recognised and tapped into the expertise of farm-

ers and turned them into producers of expert videos, and found

appropriate ways to scale up that knowledge. Farmers were moti-

vated to learn from other farmers, as well as from other agricultural

scientists, and a meaningful interaction with digital technology led

to the possibility of skilling of their expertise.

The process of building AI models is power-laden with con-

sequences that may undermine the AI enterprise. Consider this

thought experiment, where the tables are turned and the field work-

ers decide to monitor the work of AI developers. It would be an

unthinkable scenario; apart from the power asymmetry, we im-

plicitly value and trust the work done by the AI developer. Why

should the current hegemonic arrangement of AI experts moni-

toring field workers make sense? This is because, to borrow from

James Ferguson, data collection in AI operates as an ‘anti-politics

machine’ [23], making political decisions about what constitutes

expertise and creating ‘technical solutions to technical problems’

through management interventions to influence field workers to

collect good quality data.

5.3 How can domain expertise be made legible?
The untapped expertise of field workers we describe is not an ex-

ception or error; it is intricately tied to any AI development in

low-resource settings [73]. In contrast, the standard AI/ML pipeline

often begins with an existing or available dataset—an assumption

shaped by institutional and resource endowments and prior histo-

ries of the West. We need to recognise that expertise is required

in all stages of the pipeline, not just by the developer at the model

development stage. In particular, we call for the need to make legi-

ble the labour of field workers in the early stages of the pipeline,

the work that remains below the API fold. The field of AI/ML does

not currently have language, standards, requirements, or measure-

ments for discussing the recognition of domain expertise. These

shifts cannot be left to the whims and values of individual research

projects, and instead need broader changes and oversight in the

field. Some shifts can come from releasing disclosures that go be-

yond fact sheets that are typically focused on a technical view of
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data quality, transparency, and bias [51]. We need to find ways to

disclose the provenance, type, and amount of labour that went into

building powerful AI systems, similar to impact statements that are

now standard in AI conferences [11]. In addition to fair compensa-

tion, the field worker contribution to the algorithm can be made

visible in many ways, including co-authorships, listing contributors

publicly, joint releases, and introducing the field workers in high

visibility events. Indeed, attribution raises questions of fairness,

politics, and decoloniality, such as whose knowledge is considered

attributable and whose is not [67].

It is imperative to expand the parameters of what gets measured

and seen, in order to fully comprehend the effects of these AI sys-

tems. Developers talked to us about how they could create new

expertise in algorithms that saves human lives, tiger lives, farm

fields, money and so on, all of which they were keen to assess the

impact of. Vision statements and impact metrics of projects in our

study were shaped by prevailing economic impact assessments

of AI systems; these assessments are coloured by conventional

pipeline-thinking, where algorithms are dropped into social set-

tings and their before-after effects are measured, e.g., the number

of lives saved by the algorithm [93]. Missing in these variables and

constructs is the measurement of the hidden labour of field workers

(among others, including data annotators and content moderators)

in enabling the systems. As mentioned earlier, data in low-resource

contexts is not a given; it comes into existence often via the labour

of the field workers. An excellent development is the work done by

the Indian Federation Of App-Based Transport Workers to resort

to social media to raise awareness of rights of “gig workers” to

demand fair credit. Thus, we make the case to focus not just on

the narrow goals of model outcomes, but also on the effects on

the humans who are all part of the AI enterprise. More research is

needed to understand the longer-term implications of labour and

expertise re-distribution in AI. Deployments should consider these

systems as interventions that require the labour of field workers to

come into existence and become sustainable. Ultimately, our direct

ask to AI developers is to embody a reflexivity to their practice,

what Philip Agre called a “critical technical practice” with “one foot

planted in the craft work of design and the other foot planted in

the reflexive work of critique” [2].

6 CONCLUSION
AI development apparatus in low-resource areas largely deskills and

invisibilises the domain expertise of field workers. Field workers

are indispensable contributors to collecting datasets for AI mod-

els in low-resource settings, but often were not recognized for

their expertise by AI/ML developers. In our research study with

68 globally-distributed AI/ML developers building models for low-

resource communities, we find that field workers, e.g., forest guards
and farmers, are treated as data workers in service of the machine.

AI developers demonstrated a belief that ‘bad data’ came from poor

data collection practices of field workers in the following ways:

as corrupt, lazy, non-compliant, untapped expert and data itself.

Correspondingly, AI developers often sought to to discipline and

control the work practices of labourers in dataset collection. The

field worker was viewed as a data worker, reducing their embedded

domain expertise into counting and clicking for ML datasets, de-

spite the labourers not being aware of why, what, or how their work

was impacting AI/ML models, or being able to consent or object to

the process. Thus, AI development in low-resource areas appears to

deskill the domain expertise of field workers, despite models seek-

ing to improve over their expertise in the form of datasets. Field

workers appeared to resist these designs by falsifying or producing

incomplete data. Our research results provide novel and crucial

insight into how AI development practices function as a deskilling

apparatus in low-resource contexts. We press upon the HCI com-

munity the need for questioning what expertise is, by partnering

and recognising the local expertise of field workers, formulating

better problems that improve worker agency rather than seeking

to control, and to fairly account for field workers contributions to

AI models.
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